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HHKB Tip of the Week:
When it rains, it pours, when I pour be sure
to get your head under that pitcher ‘cause
I’m not coming ‘round again!

The Morning After...
Summer 2008

May 12, 2008

Another week, and damn do you all
look good in your shirts!
I mean seriously, it’s like a fashion
show up in the BD all of a sudden.
Anyway, a full newsletter this week
with all the sections, plus a page
dedicated to our upcoming events,
hopefully you can make both.
See you on the wet and wild fields,
CB
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Actual and Factual News aka Stuff We Didn’t Make Up
Saturday, May 31: It’s the greatest time of year, the 2nd Annual Summer BEER OH LYMPICS! This wonderful event will be taking place at the Barking Dog in Bethesda starting
around 12:30 pm and concluding around 6:30 pm. The events include:
Flip Cup (5 people per side)
Beer Pong (2 people per side)
Team You Got Served (2 teams facing off around a circular table)
Continuous A$$Hole (one member of every team playing at all times)
The Beer Relay (takes what you did all day and slams it into one timed event)
Price is on a per person basis and will be determined based on the amount of teams participating. The entry fee gets you all the beer for the OH lympics and all you can drink during the
day. If you’re interested in participating email us directly at happyhourkickball@gmail.com to
save a spot.
Saturday, June 14: Kick Ass Party #1 to be held at the Barking Dog. Cheap drinks, specials
and a hell of a time! Get wasted and see your fellow kickballers in their nicest Saturday attire.
Party starts at 7:00 pm and concludes at 11:00 pm in the sky lounge (upstairs). Theme to be
determined in the coming weeks.
Saturday, July 5: Happy Hour Kickball goes Tubing! Do you feel like rolling down a river in a
tube with a beer? I thought you would. This is tentative based on interest. If you’re into it, let
us know at happyhourkickball@gmail.com
Saturday, August 2: Playoff day and Kick Ass End of the Season Party. Details are still
being worked out, but count on it being a great way to wind down after a long day of tournament style kickball. Awards ceremony and crowning of the Summer 2008 Happy Hour Kickball
League Champion. Can the ‘Runz repeat?
Rainouts—In the case of a rainout, the website will be updated by 4:30 pm, the day of the
game. If the rainout occurs after 4:30 pm, the division heads will contact captains, or the appointed contact persons, and it will be the captains’ responsibility to inform their respective
teams. Of course our specials at the Barking Dog will still be honored.
Referees—Each must provide a referee, either for the 6:30 pm game if you are playing at 7:15
pm or for the 7:15 pm game if you are playing at 6:30 pm. Failure to provide a referee will
count as a forfeit.
Forfeit Policy— Only really occur if you have less than 4 people, this will be very difficult to
accomplish, so we don’t think this should be an issue…
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Happy Hour Kickball’s Kick Ass Mid Season Party Preview
It’s that time again, time for a Happy Hour Kickball tradition,
a kick ass party!
This year, Kick Ass Mid Season Party is taking on a theme,
because everyone loves a good theme.
The theme is 70’s Disco Love Boat Style!
What exactly does that mean, well I’m not exactly sure, but
I damn sure want to see what you guys come up with!
Think 1970s on a cheesy boat, or just go nautical, or just go
Disco, or just go plain old porn stache!
In any case, you know you’re
going to have a kick ass time!
The specifics are below, but know that costumes and
dressing up to fit the era is most definitely encouraged.
Hope to see you there, I’m out all you Happening
Guys and Foxy Ladies!
The Details:
When:

Saturday, June 14 at 7:00 pm until 11:00
pm

Where:

The Barking Dog (upstairs)

Cover:

None for HHKBers, $10.00 for friends

What you get: All the beer you can drink until the
clock strikes 11:00 pm, ya dig?!
Events:

Silent Auction and Live Date Auction to
benefit The Children’s Inn at NIH. Cash
or check must be paid on site!

If you’re interested in being auctioned, hit us up at
happyhourkickball@gmail.com.
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You Decide! Election 2008, Happy Hour Kickball Style.
Who has the better Booty? Chip or Cunningham?
Cunningham
After a year of getting on me to get this done, we’re finally going to have
the election that everyone wants to see. No, not republican vs. democrat,
or Coke vs. Pepsi, it Chip vs. Cunningham in a best booty of the league.
The choice is yours people! So this Wednesday following our games we
will head to the BD for our post game festivities with an added twist. Both
candidates will make a short (I repeat SHORT) speech and then we will
have voting. If you’re interested in voting, it will cost you $1.00 with all
proceeds going to The Children’s Inn at NIH.
So, Happy Hour Kickball, who’s it going to be?
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Last Week’s Games
Week #1 Results
Field Week 1, May 7, 2008

Time

4
5
6

6:30 PM Booty Call (1)
B2e (6)
Dorothy Mantooth Allstars
(0)

Urine Trouble (3)
RedBullsHit (4)
It’s Business Time! (3)

4

7:15 PM Lindsay Lohan’s Drinking
Buddies (1)
Two Short of a Threesome
(0)
We’ve Got the Runz (2)
The Juice is Loose! (7)

That’s What She Said! (6)

5
6
7

Home

Away

Where My Pitches At? (5)
B.O.O.O.M.!!! (1)
Get Drunk and Kick Balls
(9)

This Week’s Games
Week #2 Schedule
Field Week 2, May 14, 2008 Time
4
5
6

4

Home

6:30 PM RedBullsHit
Urine Trouble
Where My Pitches At?

7:15 PM It’s Business Time!

5

Get Drunk and Kick Balls

6
7

That’s What She Said!
We’ve Got the Runz
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Away
Two Short of a Threesome
Dorothy Mantooth Allstars
The Juice is Loose!

Booty Call
Lindsay Lohan’s Drinking
Buddies
B.O.O.O.M.!!!
B2e

Urine Trouble vs. Booty Call
Urine Trouble vs. Booty Call
by Chris Gamboa
It seems as though Team Booty Call has their scuba diving certifications and deep sea salvage licenses, because despite the torrential water main break on Jones Bridge, the pink team
showed up in full force and was ready to go at the beginning of the duel.
Urine Trouble unfortunately had a difficult time with the water, and only began with 2 ladies on
their squad. This put the yellow team at a personnel disadvantage to start out the game with
only having 6 on the field total. Amidst the beauty of the lovely ladies of the pink team, Urine
Trouble’s men still managed to keep their cool and play their game. Urine Trouble started the
1st inning off strong with 3 runs, which helped set the tone of the game. Pink came up and
managed to put a point on the board. Both teams showed exemplary defensive prowess with
ESPN top 10 highlight catches, booming kicks, and cunning slides into the bases.
The 1st inning was the deciding factor for the game, and Urine Trouble managed to vanquish
the formidable Booty Call Squad. Pending investigations for Steroid use are underway for
players on both Urine Trouble and Booty Call. These players shall remain nameless until further reports are discovered.
Final Score:

Urine Trouble 3 - Booty Call 1

Get Drunk and Kick Balls vs. The Juice is Loose
GDnKB lives up to their name (again).
by Captain Le aka "Shorty"
As my boys staggered on the fields from an all-day "golfing" event, I felt a wave of panic as we
were up against the almighty The Juice is Loose. Anthony "Carmine", Scott "Beckam", Ben
"That Guy", and Jonathan "Train RunnR" all looked like they just came from a HHKB Beer OhLympics. But I should've known better, these boys were not mere mortals. MVP Pitcher Carmine threw several near-strikes but his outstanding double play, a bobbling-infield-pop-fly and
runner-out-at-first ended the game with GDnKB's first win 9-7.
The game was one of the most heated this Shorty has ever been witnessed. GDnKB had one
of its most glorious ending with 8 runs in the 3rd. Yes, 8 in one inning!! I'm framing the scorecard. And the sliding!! Both teams took full advantage of this new rule. Marie Casso of The
Juice initiated the madness by sliding safely to 2nd base but the most memorable slide was
from GDnKB first baseman Beckam as his "slide" was more of a roll-and-flip-safe-by thefingertip attempt. To think of it, Beckam had a bit of trouble staying vertical but we'll blame it
on the shoes. He tells me cleats will make him untouchable (I'm sure the all-day "golfing"
event had NOTHING to do with it).
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Get Drunk and Kick Balls vs. The Juice is Loose
Outfielder Ben That Guy made several great catches but was bored with the lack of action and
would like to play second, short and third (all at the same time) at the next game. I told you
these boys were not mortals. Third baseman Train RunnR and short-stop Rob were kept busy
with kicks after kicks from The Juice (seriously, they really like to kick to that side of the field).
And now the ladies. Right outfielder Jenn was only teased with foul balls but she did keep The
Juice third baseman Allyson and short stop Jason busy with her soccer-powered kicks. Outfielder Julia "Jules" demonstrated true kickball skills with outstanding defensive stops. Way to
back-up Rob.
A great start to another great season. Truly enjoyed playing with Seamus and his fellow Juicers. My knee is still throbbing after trying to kick his pitches. You really have a mad crazy
pitch!!
At the bar….hmmm, let's just say we were too drunk to win two weeks in a row but we're ready
to claim that title back next week.
The Juice Is Loose! vs. Get Drunk & Kick Balls
by Seamus et al.
Week 1 started with pre-game drinks and ping pong at Comet, onto the fields for a high-scoring
game against Get Drunk & Kick Balls, and then to the Barking Dogg for lots and lots of flip
cup. The Juice came up short against Le’s Get Drunk & Kick Balls but it was a well played
game. Thanks to John Collins and Cunningham for reffing. A post-Wednesday night e-mail
thread was created which forms the basis of our recaps. So without further ado, here are our
highlights:
Who remembers last night?
• Pregame at Comet with Juice, Seamus, Steph, Lou, Blake, and Margot....PBR rocks!!!
• Great game. Our offensive was better
then I could have ever imagined. The only
disappointment was that it was too dark to
take a team photo.
• Jason with the soccer goalie catch
• Sean with the sliding knee catch
• Juice with the out at first which almost got
away.
• Then the bar....PLEASE fill the rest of us
in cause I know I'm very hazy on what happen. We won 2 rounds of flipcup before losing to the yellow team. After flip cup was
over we started a new tradition....TJIL team
flipcup to determine our flipcup team for the
following week. The top finishers will play
the following week in the competition.
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Get Drunk and Kick Balls vs. The Juice is Loose
•
•
•
•
•

Henrike took it to the last 3 with the big boys in survivor flip cup
Juice with a nice kick to get on base - he was as surprised as everyone else
Allyson and Marie with awesome kicks to left field to get people moving around the bases
Let it be known, that she is the one who bought me the tequila shot
My favorite moment yesterday: Seamus screaming to Steph: "RUN" ...nothing... Seamus: "NOW!" Steph starts running... Seamus: "NO! STOP!" Steph runs back Didn't
quite understand that reasoning (not a kickball expert like all of you) but it sure was funny!
• I never saw so many slides - even Blake had to dive back to 3rd to avoid getting out
• Steph, Margot, Allyson, Henrike, Marika, and Becky holding their own on 2nd and 3rd as
GD&KBs kept sliding into the bases
• Henrike with an awesome catch on 3rd
• Seamus never even made it to 1st base
• Lots of bobbling - yes the ball is hard to catch
• Jason dancing with Marika
• Emily's b-day and Party Marty AKA the King had his crown - life is back to normal
• Body shots!
• Thursday's suck
Best quote (from Thursday): “ummmmm ya i dont remember what else happen so please fill us
in.”
Final Score:

Get Drunk and Kickballs 9 - The Juice is Loose 7

It’s Business Time! vs. Dorothy Mantooth Allstars
Oh yeah!
by The T-Train
So after a half hour delay, It’s Business Time finally got down to business. Having only seven
members at the start might seem like a disadvantage, but we made it a positive. The outstanding defense of Angie, Eddie, Chad, Jessica S. and Tina was able to hold the Dorothy
Mantooth Allstars scoreless despite some great kicking by the Allstars. On offense, It’s
Business Time was able to pick up two runs on a sacrifice kick by Jessica O.
Now down to where the real fun happens: The bar. At the bar, we decided to take a different
approach to our flip cup team. Between Angie, the Jessica’s, Chad, Adam, Eddie, and I we
were able to once again make it to the finals. However, we must have really gotten to Urine
Trouble last week, because we got swept by them in the finals. We are still leading the overall
flip cup standings, and we aren’t looking to relinquish the lead anytime soon. This week, we
had another great showing at the bar and as the summer approaches, we will only be getting
stronger. We are here to prove that this team is a force to be reckoned with both on and off
the field.
Final Score: It’s Business Time 3 - Dorothy Mantooth Allstars 0
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Two Short of a Threesome vs. Where My Pitches At?!
F and U
by John Albers
I don't feel like writing a recap. So there!
Oh HELL Yeah!
by Michelle Nowell
Thanks to a water main break, bad traffic, and what had to be the longest game in HHKB recorded history between B2E and RedBullsHit, Where's My Pitches At got to enjoy a Happy
Hour Kickball first....a NIGHT GAME! Here are the highlights of a game shortened by impending darkness.
*Scott Maffett kicked the long ball WAAAY to left field. Good enough for two maybe three bags.
Then Scott got greedy and went for the home run. Albers pegged the dumbass as he was
rounding third. That'll teach you to go for the inside the park home run.
* The ladies of Where My Pitches At? are amazing. Great kicking and defense by the Lady
Pitches. These girls can score on and off the field. Special thanks to Roach for taking one in
the face. The cheap shot to the face got us a run.
* Michelle pitched a shut out...because she is awesome.
* In a play worthy of the ESPN Top Ten...Matt Flynn saved the day as he reached in and
grabbed a ball that Rachel had caught and then simultaneously uncaught. Good team work
guys!
* Everyone who didn't see Arbor Day: The Redemption of a Hero really missed out. Luke, Rachel and Eric are extraordinary filmmakers.
Final Score: Two Short of a Threesome 0 – Where My Pitches At?! 5

RedBullsHit vs. B2e
RedBullsHit is B2e-atn
by His Holiness Paaarty Marty Schell and Aryan Rodriguez
I know there has been much chatter about what happened to the Horse’s Ass trophy winning
team Orange Crush. The obvious question arises if Orange Crush did not come back who
was going to be the next team to take on the mantle of Worst Team on the Field in HHKB?
Fear not my people. Orange Crush didn’t go anywhere. Orange Crush decided to lay dormant this fall and reform. We went into a cocoon to grow beyond the prepubescent being we
were.
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RedBullsHit vs. B2e cont...
Unfortunately, our cocoon wasn’t the cool ass cocoon that turned Don Amechi and Wilford
Brimley into the bad mofos who could kick Steve Gutenberg’s ass. It seems our cocoon made
us just slightly less shitty than we were last year. Instead of turning us into the Wilford Brimley
who can do filps off the diving board, we turned into the blind diabetic Wilford Brimley who
hocks life insurance to seventy year-old grandmas.
All I’m saying is one team has already made a strong claim for the Horse’s Ass Trophy and
that team is RedBullsHit. (And we played a drunk team.) Let me add though while we may be
pretty bad on the field we are a very strong team at the bar. It seems that the only innate ability
this team has is its ability to hit the bar consistently every week and drink our livers off. That is
the kind of skill that can’t be enhanced by swimming with aliens—you either have it or you
don’t.
I guess I should get around to the game. I mean that is why you’re reading this, right? For our
inaugural game I supposedly (according to my captain and co-captain) went for the lackadaisical approach to kickball. Said approach does not seem to endear you to your captain or teammates. So if you take one thing with you from this article be it that people like when you appear
to be trying to play hard. I’m not saying play hard; I’m just saying be a better actor than I am.
Highlights (Believe it or not we had HIGHLIGHTS!)
• 6:30 game starts at 7:20
• I pondered the existence of man and why any of us are here. Surprisingly, I
missed 3 catches that inning.
• Orlando decides to start off the season right by kicking a homerun!
• Aryan continues her (non)hitting streak!
• Justin manages to only get mad at our suckiness three times during the game.
• McGuire managed to sneak on and off the field. One minute he is there the next
he is gone. Seriously that guy should be a Ninja!
• Puma not only manages to slide and knock into another player but in a strange
twist hurts herself in the process. Come on, Puma… I expect more from you.
• Budweiser Mike is “oh, so sexy!” in a Blonde Mullet.
• El Presidente, Chris, is the biggest cheater for stacking his team with cheaters.
• I’m still cold and wet after that Radiohead concert. (Aryan would kill me if inserted a certain punchline that happens to be a team’s name this year.)
Final Score: RedBullsHit 4 - B2e 6

B.O.O.O.M.!!! vs. We’ve Got the Runz
Offense is for Insecure Pansies
by Craig Fritz
Ok people, seriously, this whole "kicking" thing is so old hat. Home runs and massive amounts
of runs and exciting offense are for sniveling little douches.
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B.O.O.O.M.!!! vs. We’ve Got the Runz cont...
Exhibit A is the psychological beat down We've Got the Runz administered to B.O.O.O.M.!!!
last week. I mean, the Runz only scored twice! TWICE! And still came out victorious. It's all
because of pitching, defense and taunting – the tri-force of kickball destruction. If you don't
know what a tri-force is, ask any of the guys in the league you think may have been nerds
about 13 years ago, because it's a way interesting explanation, I swear.
Massive props to Theresa "Filthy Stuff" Mencarini for rolling a complete game and making
some stellar defense plays in the process – rawk on.
Continued props to the Runz subset flip-cup team – No Means Yes, Yes Means Anal. We're
putting up points on the regular.
Ruminations on a Kickball Game from the Center of the World, and
other $2 words
by Tim Marjenin
What, you’ve never heard of Center of the World, Ohio? Can’t say I blame
you, I don’t even think it’s on the map. Anyway, as I was passing it this
weekend, I realized I hadn’t yet come up with a recap of the game last
Wednesday, so I parked by the side of the road and jotted some notes on
the back of a Chipotle napkin.
Mmmm, Chipotle.
Having babysat their colors during the fall season, B.O.O.O.M.!!! dutifully
relinquished the “poop-and-urine” shirts back to the Summer ’07 champs,
We’ve Got the Runz (who have seemingly developed a distaste for the
urine color). Not caring a whit about fashion, B.O.O.O.M.!!! now rocks traffic barrel orange the way we rock flip cup. In other words, not really. But at least most of us
have matching socks.
Still in its infancy, the B.O.O.O.M.!!! franchise came out strong, with great showings from the
whole team. In a departure from the previous season, we actually wrote down the kicking order
because Jon “Croc” wasn’t there to keep us in line. Also missing in action was Annie “Human
Liver”, which hurt us in flip cup.
Surprisingly, it took the formidable opponents several innings to actually get “runz”. Amidst
the dropped catches and irrational fear of teammates running into them, we were in high spirits; I haven’t told them that I found out later that this team apparently doesn’t take the regular
season too seriously. Still, a 2-1 loss is a lot better than the 8-0 blowout in our first game last
season against Goose’s Great Balls of Fire, especially since we once again had more girls
than guys show up to play. So this season, look for the same happy-go-lucky, we-don’t-givetoo-much-of-a-damn team from last fall. If we can’t win, we’ll try to be as visually distracting as
possible.
Final Score:

B.O.O.O.M.!!! 1 - We’ve Got the Runz 2
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That’s What She Said! vs. Lindsey Lohan’s Drinking Buddies
Lindsay Lohan gets sent back to rehab
by Kieran “The K Man” Ryan
It has all the makings of special season for That’s What She Said!. A great team performance
at the field and the bar showcased the talented team that Capt. Bocquet has put together. And
for the record, all his free agent signings were both legal and reasonably priced.
You can tell a lot about our team just by listening to the kicking entrance songs blaring from the
high tech sound system. Selections included Du Hast, the Percolator, Rocky Top, Big Balls,
and Glamorous. We also have our own WWF character in Budweiser Mike, who plays the hot
corner in USA sweatpants, a championship belt, and the standard wrestler blond mullet.
Then there is the first base tandem of Joe Balls and Eduardo, who prefer the method of pegging base runners rather than the more traditional approach of stepping on the bag.
At the bar, Chris, Ricardo, K, Melissa, Katie, and Beth all put on impressive displays of flip cup
to keep the title of Flip Cup Survivor in the family. But really, there is only one man you can
speak of when it comes to our Week 1 performance.
The most sought after player in the game is what the experts call the “five tool player” and it
looks like That’s What She Said! has found their very own in Dan Holloman. He took over the
opening week of the season, displaying all five of his tools:
- Homeruns (there were two of them)
- Pitching (3 dominant innings)
- Speed (both of those homers were due to his base running)
- Cider Drinking (a constant at the bar)
- Jorts Wearing (only man in the league with this talent, fortunately)
For your sake lets hope he doesn’t start wearing the Jorts during the games because we’re all
about fair play in Happy Hour Kickball.
It was a complete performance by That’s What She Said! and led to a 6-1 victory over
Lindsey Lohan’s Drinking Buddies.
On a side note, I think the Barking Dog should invest in some light switch dimmers. Every time
they turn the lights on for last call it’s like a punch in the face by an eclipse and I can only see
in plaid for the next five minutes. Maybe we shouldn’t be such drunks and close the bar down
every Wednesday, but that would be rational and where’s the fun in that.
In anticipation of our matchup with B.O.O.O.M.!!!, we say bring it on, bring it long and strong…
and That’s What She Said!
Final Score: That’s What She Said! 6 - Lindsey Lohan’s Drinking Buddies 1
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Ain’t That A Kick In The Head?!
We asked, how have you been coping with the recent deluge?

I am doing my best Noah impression. Not so much the ark
building part, mostly the wine drinking.
Chris Cunningham, Urine Trouble

I've been standing outside random people's homes, throwing
pebbles at their window and declaring my love for them.
Tim Marjenin, B.O.O.O.M.!!!

3 Words: Slip N Slide.
Angie Piwowarczyk, It’s Business Time!

I used a newly developed sinkhole to dispose of all of those dead
hookers.
John Albers, Two Short of a Threesome
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This Week’s Awards
The Billy Dee Williams Smooooth Play of the Week Award for overall
smoothness and exhibiting a sense of cool and style while playing goes
to Michelle Nowell for pitching a shutout, damn she’s smoooth...and if you
don’t believe, me just ask her!

The Jimmie Walker Boom goes the DYN-O-MITE Play of the Week
Award goes to whoever the hell blew up that water main and slowed everything down...jerk.

The Sticky Icky Buds hands of the week for great fielding goes to Jason
Yang for his cat like reflexes on catching many a ball.

The Chuck Norris Big Kick of the week award goes to Dan Holloman for
his two big ass homeruns. Top that Mike Huckabee!

The Yellow bed pan award for overall kickball ineptitude goes to Scott
Maffett, for even thinking he could challenge Albers’ arm...seriously, what the
hell?

The Fat Joe Make It Rain most charitable team of the week award goes
to Lindsay Lohan’s Drinking Buddies and RedBullsHit for giving up the
most runs this week.
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Deep Thoughts by Dan Holloman
A collection of the brilliance that is Daniel Rodham Holloman
Time is a great teacher, but unfortunately it kills all its pupils…
Friendship is like peeing on yourself: everyone can see it, but only
you get the warm feeling that it brings.
When I die, I want to go peacefully like my Grandfather did, in his sleep -- not screaming,
like the passengers in his car.
You laugh because I'm different...........I laugh cause I just farted!
Hard work never killed anybody, but why take a chance?
You tried your best and you failed miserably. The lesson is 'never try'.
Everyone needs believe in something. I believe I'll have another cider!

2008 Summer Superlative Categories (number of votes in parentheses)

Most Spirited
Team

Drunkest Team

MVP

Most Flirtatious Player

Drunkest
Player

Most Charitable
Team

As we have done every season we will be determining our seasonal winners of these awards
based on your votes. During the season, Chris will be selling superlative sheets for a buck a
piece, you’ll get five votes to fill out as you choose.
All money received will go to the Children’s Inn at NIH, so be sure to give, and give often.
‘Cause if you don’t, Chip, Bruckheim, Jenn S, Jon Croc and Seamus will take the top prizes yet
again….
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Week 1 Flip Cup Outcomes
Get Drunk and Kick
Booty Call
Table 1
Table 1

Urine Trouble
Urine Trouble

Urine Trouble
Urine Trouble
B2e

Table 1

Table 2
RedBullsHit
RedBullsHit
The Juice is Loose!
Dorothy Mantooth
Table 2
Week 1 Winner
Table 3

The Juice is Loose!
Urine Trouble

The Juice is Loose!

Lindsay Lohan’s

Table 1

Table 1
That’s What She
That’s What She

We’ve Got the

Table 4

We’ve Got the
Runz

We’ve Got the

It’s Business Time!

Table 2
Table 2

B.O.O.O.M.!!!
Two Short of a
Threesome

Table 3

Two Short of a
It’s Business Time!
Table 3
It’s Business Time!

Where My Pitches
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Week 1 Flip Cup Standings
Team

Weekly Championships
Won

Matches Won

Total Points

It’s Business Time!

0

5

6

Get Drunk and Kick
Balls

1

4

4

Urine Trouble

1

4

4

We’ve Got the Runz

0

4

4

The Juice is Loose!

0

3

4

That’s What She
Said!

0

2

0

B.O.O.O.M!!!

0

1

0

RedBullsHit

0

1

0

Two Short of a
Threesome

0

1

0

B2e

0

0

0

Booty Call

0

0

0

Dorothy Mantooth
Allstars

0

0

0

Lindsay
Lohan’s Drinking
Buddies

0

0

0

Where My Pitches
At?

0

0

0
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Barking D-O-Double G Power Rankings presented by Bud Light
Week 3—May 7, 2008

1

RedBullsHit (6) – Emily, Aryan and Meredith shutting it down...that’s all that needs
to be said.

2

It’s Business Time! (2) – Well it has been and will be the T-Train and Adam
show, one week they won’t loose the top spot in a flip off.

3

That’s What She Said! (1) – Melissa and Chris just straight up own survivor, and
BM owns the floor!

4

Where My Pitches At? (3) – Dan and Scott owning pong, unstoppable!

5

The Juice is Loose! (7) – Strong showing all night long, OUTSTANDING!

6

Booty Call (4) – First he’s the mayor, then a crown, one week Chip will be Sultan,
I guess?

7

We’ve Got the Runz (8) – The Runz were everywhere, everywhere you turned.
But Trevor held it down.

8

Urine Trouble (13) – Cunningham, he’s the man, period. Plus this week’s FC
Championship doesn’t hurt...

9

B.O.O.O.M.!!! (10) – PJ holding it down at Survivor and Tim with the Survivor call,
great stuff.

10

B2e (5) – Another good showing by Jason, but B2e was less noticeable this
week...

11

Two Short of a Threesome (11) – Will someone please give Albers some help?
Why must this man walk alone?!

12

Dorothy Mantooth Allstars (14) – A good start but slow finish at the end.

13

Get Drunk and Kick Balls (9) – A decent showing but early exits hurt this team.

14

Lindsay Lohan’s Drinking Buddies (12) – There was no Lohaner to be seen,
they must be in re-hab...
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At the Barking Dog, in Pictures

The pre-cursor to a pitcher race...

A pitcher of SoCo and Coke = $21.00,
Stopher’s happiness = Priceless

The Juice is most definitely loose!

Who’s down with the King?!
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